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Central banks around the world are increasingly facing

the limits of their own policies, in particular

quantitative easing. In the eurozone, most indicators

seem to suggest that monetary policy has exhausted its

effects. Compared with the start of QE a year ago,

long-term interest rates, yield spreads, inflation

expectations and the euro exchange rate are all higher.

The largest impact was, in fact, produced before the

policy was implemented and during the first few

months. The more time goes by, the less effect it seems

to have.

So what is the alternative? Even if QE reached its limits, what would be the impact of stopping?

The answer is not obvious. The US Federal Reserve stopped and started QE again twice,

because it found that the effects of ending it were worse than those of continuing. It finally

stopped the third wave in October 2014, more than six years after the start, as the economy

proved to be on a strong recovery path.

In Europe, recent experience has shown that any news about a possible slowdown of QE leads

to a greater deterioration of the indicators listed above. Inflation expectations have fallen even

further, interest rate spreads risen and the euro immediately appreciated. Only strong messages

from the European Central Bank suggesting that QE will not be stopped and may even be

enhanced have been able to reverse worsening market sentiment.

Furthermore, as other central banks turn towards more accommodative monetary policies,

either by lowering their interest rates further into negative territory or by postponing planned

rate rises, the relative stance matters. The exchange rate is a key factor in the transmission of

monetary policy and cannot be ignored by central banks.

A central point often omitted in the debate is that the current low interest rate environment is

not the result of QE or monetary policies, but rather of the excess of savings over investments at

the global level, again particularly in Europe. Monetary policy is not a very effective instrument

and takes a long time to address such an imbalance, especially when interest rates are already
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very low or negative.

It is generally agreed that QE would be much more powerful if accompanied by other

supportive policies, aimed at improving competitiveness and enhancing investment. However,

the incentive to implement such policies will not necessarily be enhanced if monetary policy

becomes less expansionary, as some opponents of QE seem to suggest.

This is particularly true in Europe, where responsibility for budgetary policy and structural

reforms lies with the member states and institutional mechanisms for policy co-ordination are

fragile. The gap between savings and investments, which fuels deflationary pressures, could

actually widen further — especially in the short term — unless countries with large current

account surplus, in particular Germany, do their own part. This can be done either by

discouraging savings — for instance through less distortionary taxes — or by increasing

investment, private or public. Other eurozone countries, such as Italy and France, should also

contribute to reducing imbalances, in particular through structural reforms aimed at making

their economy more attractive for private investments.

The fact that monetary policy is the only game in town is problematic. But if the central banks

stopped playing their part, the sound of silence could suddenly become deafening.
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